
INDRO ROBOTICS, ONSIGHT TECHNOLOGY PARTNER TO DISTRIBUTE NEW TELE-
OPERATED GROUND-BASED SOLAR INSPECTION ROBOT


(SACRAMENTO, CA) – A weather-resistant ground-based robot capable of inspecting solar farms – even during 
inclement weather and in challenging terrain – has completed successful trials in California and is now available for 
deployment at solar facilities and other locations requiring detailed, remotely-operated data acquisition.  

 

Featuring a pan/tilt/zoom camera and radiographic thermal imaging, the all-weather “SolaRova” robot was built by 
InDro Robotics Research and Development engineers in collaboration with Derek Chase – a leader in the North 
American solar space and CEO of OnSight Technology. The inspection robot is remotely tele-operated over cellular 
networks using a browser-based console, with data streaming back to the operator in real time. 

 

“Just the other day it was pouring raining here and I was driving the robot remotely while drinking a cup of coffee 
indoors,” says Chase, who also serves as Co-Chair of the Solar Energy Industry Association’s (SEIA) Operations and 
Maintenance Committee. 

 

Some solar installations have hundreds of thousands of individual panels (the largest California facility has 1.7 
million), which all require periodic inspection to identify components requiring repair or replacement. Traditionally, 
inspections have been carried out by workers on the ground using handheld sensors. That’s a time-consuming and 
expensive proposition. 

 

“The goal of devices like these is to carry out challenging work more easily and efficiently,” says Philip Reece, CEO 
of InDro Robotics. “This robot does that – and has been built from the ground up to meet Onsight Technology’s 
specifications for a solar inspection workhorse.” 

 

While drones have played a growing role in recent years for inspections, UAVs cannot be flown Beyond Visual Line 
of Sight of the operator – except with rare regulatory waivers issued only to companies with deep drone expertise. 
That, plus downtime during inclement weather, was the impetus for OnSight Technology’s Chase to collaborate with 
InDro Robotics to develop a far more practical solution. 

 

“Drones are great for cursory reviews but anytime you’re in the air there are massive safety concerns,” says Chase. 
“I wanted a solid, high-quality device that can continuously do things and look at things in detail. There’s a level of 
granularity here you cannot achieve with a drone.” 

 

The robot is built on the rugged and proven AgileX Bunker platform. It features rubber tracks for all-weather, all-
terrain mobility and includes a heating system and wiper to prevent moisture or frost from accumulating on 
the optical or thermal sensors and inhibiting data acquisition. It can charge wirelessly both with its docking station, 
and via its own 200-watt solar panels for remote operations. Because it operates over cellular networks, it can be 
tele-operated from anywhere on earth with a network. There is an EDGE computer built-in, which has the potential 
for Machine Learning features such as Change Detection, Obstacle Avoidance, and other Machine Learning 
features. 

 

Using a browser-based console, the operator “drives” SolarRova and controls camera position using a generic 
controller – while seeing visual, thermal and GPS data in real-time. SolaRova is rugged, weatherproof, and the 
operator-controlled 30x optical zoom can capture even the finest detail. 

 

“The SolarRova brings together multiple complex components in an easy-to-use package,” says InDro Engineering 
lead Arron Griffiths, whose team worked with Onsight Technology to develop and build the robot. “It’s a fully-
functional robot out of the box, with the ability to quickly integrate additional customer-defined sensors if required.” 

 

Says Chase: “This is ground-breaking technology that solves a problem I’ve observed during 15 years in the solar 
industry. There are some facilities out there that cost $100 million and more – and there’s nobody on-site. This 
remotely-operated inspection robot changes the game.” 

 

Derek Chase and OnSight Technology will soon be offering demonstrations and remote “test drives” for potential 
clients in the United States. Interested parties can contact Derek here. In Canada, you can contact InDro Robotics 
here. 


https://indrorobotics.ca/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/derek-chase-5b016329/
https://indrorobotics.ca/bunker/
mailto:derek@ritmoventures.com
mailto:mailto:%20pking@indrorobotics.com
mailto:mailto:%20pking@indrorobotics.com


About InDro Robotics: With bureaux in multiple Canadian cities, InDro Robotics is the Canadian leader 
in Robotics Research and Development, along with complex UAV solutions, service provision and 
training. InDro develops new technologies either directly for a client, or identifies ways to do things 
better. Once those opportunities or technology gaps have been identified, InDro conceives, develops, 
tests – and ultimately sells – a solution. The company is actively involved in cutting-edge trials, and was 
the first UAV company in Canada to receive a Cargo license from the Canadian Transportation Agency. 

 

 

About OnSight Technology:  



